LINDA WALKER

Financial Literacy
For The ADHD Mind

Lesson 1: Organizing for
Financial Health
Linda’s Journey:
I am married to a creative genius.
Duane and I have been married for
over 32 years, but I can honestly
tell you that the first 15 years of
marriage were very difficult and
one major reason for that was the
financial challenges we faced.
Duane is very impulsive and was
very inattentive, and so it was no

we found out in our
15th year together that he had
ADHD.
surprise when

He often purchased things on a whim without thinking of the
consequences, believed in the power of credit and forgot to
follow through on things like paying bills. I should have known
that he was unreliable with money. When he’d get paid his
monthly stipend in military college, he would quickly pay back
his friends for money borrowed the month before and then turn
around and ask other friends for a loan this month! He had
been working for six years and never filed an income tax
return.

"He often purchased things on a whim without
thinking of the consequences, believed in the
power of credit and forgot to follow through on
things like paying bills."

A Few Creative Genius
Money Management Challenges
1. Budgeting is Boring:
This creates a challenge for creative geniuses, whose brain
is ignited by interest.

So, when something is boring, it isn’t

that you don’t want to the task; you may very well be truly
committed to doing it, but your brain doesn’t ignite when you
attempt the task because you can’t focus long enough to do
it. So, Duane couldn’t focus to do any budgeting.

2. Inattention and Impulse Buying Create the Perfect
Storm:
Before we were married, I had accumulated over $5000 in
savings. I worked one full-time and one part-time job and
managed to live only on the proceeds from the part-time job,
preferring to save my money for a rainy day.

Within two months of getting married, we found ourselves in
debt. My savings had disappeared as if by magic. We moved
to Ottawa because of Duane’s military career, so I had to
leave my jobs in Montreal. Life was tough in Ottawa – the
cost of living was high, and within a short while, I was
unemployable because I was pregnant. I could only get a
part-time casual job. This was like walking off a financial
cliff.

A Few Creative Genius
Money Management Challenges
3. Multiple Job Changes:
After a year in Ottawa, the week before I gave
birth to our daughter, Duane was discharged
from the military for medical reasons. So at
this point, neither of us was working.

With no revenues for several months, we had
to rely on our numerous credit cards to pay for
food and other invoices. We continued to dig
ourselves into a larger and larger debt load.
We moved back to Montreal and put a down
payment on revenue property with the pension
money Duane received from the military.

The “ADD tax” is a big problem:

there were

multiple fines... for late returns of videos or
books at the library, interest fees on late
payments, speeding tickets because we failed
to leave early enough.

Duane hadn’t ever

filed his income taxes since he had started
working, so we had to back file 7 or 8 years
worth of income. Duane’s wages were
garnished for two months. There was a lien on
our house; this happens when a creditor asks
the courts to seize any proceeds from
purchases of an asset so that they can get
paid first. So if we sold our house, they would
get paid first before the banks, before us.

A Few Creative Genius
Money Management Challenges
Inattentiveness is a Challenge:
You don’t pay attention to where things are put, and if these
are important and required items, you end up purchasing
multiple copies of the same item – like measuring tapes or
pairs of scissors. It’s part of the ADHD tax.

So eventually I took over the finances. In my family, money
issues were never discussed openly, so my brothers and I knew
there was a lot of tension around money, but we didn’t
understand why. I was never taught how to care for my
finances; I had to develop that ability on my own. When I took
over the finances, I realized just how deeply indebted we
were. It was going to take a long time to dig ourselves out of
debt. And that was discouraging.

I adopted the approach that

as long as we owed money, we couldn’t spend on anything but
essentials.

When you’re deep in debt, getting out of debt can take
possibly years, or as it did for us, almost a decade. Living a
decade without EVER spending any money on anything but
essentials is a stepping stone to disaster. We felt so deprived
that now and then, we’d sabotage ourselves by overspending.
So while I was able to control the finances better, I was not
equipped to deal with the challenges.

That’s how bad it got for us. Somehow, we stayed away
from bankruptcy. Who relates to any of this?

The good news is that we turned
things around and SO CAN YOU.
In the last ten years, we
have not been late in
filing our income taxes.

Our debts are limited
to one credit card.

We have two
mortgages, a
primary one and a
secondary one for
renovations and
improvements.

"We had to make some major
modifications."
We had to make some major modifications to how we
did things, starting with:
Changing our beliefs and habits around money.

Gaining a better understanding of our financial situation.

Eliminating the ADHD tax by getting organized.

Setting financial goals and saving for what we wanted
instead of spending now, and fretting and paying later.

And setting yourself up for rapid-debt reduction strategies
and automating payments – set it and forget it. This
method gets results because you see your progress and
that motivates you so much.

It’s important you understand that I am not a
financial expert and am not going to teach you how
to invest your money.

We’re going to talk about organizing yourself,
saving and dealing with debt. And one of the
most important things we’ll work on is looking at
beliefs about money, beliefs that stop you from
being successful.

Lesson 2: Your Money Beliefs
DOWNLOAD AND PRINT THE
MONEY BELIEFS INVENTORY

Let’s look at the ones that are keeping you in shackles.
Your first step is to rate your beliefs from 1 to 10, with 1
meaning you completely disagree and 10 means you completely
agree.

You don’t want to over think. Pause the video and take

the Money Beliefs Inventory and, when you are done, come back
to the video to continue.

WHAT IS YOUR BELIEF
RATING?

TO

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
YOUR MONEY BELIEFS WORKSHEET
For each one you rated highly, take time to analyze your
beliefs.

Now adopt new, more empowering ones and develop a

plan to make them true. You can use multiple copies of this
worksheet or answer the questions in your journal. This is worth
journaling about. You need to be clear on your money beliefs
and their impact to begin to adopt changes in your financial
situation.

1) WHAT BELIEFS HAVE THE HIGHEST SCORE?
YOU’LL WANT TO WORK ON THESE FIRST.
A. How do they influence your behavior? What impact(s) have
your beliefs had on your life choices?

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
1) WHAT BELIEFS HAVE THE HIGHEST SCORE?
YOU’LL WANT TO WORK ON THESE FIRST.
B.

C.

Do they empower you?

How did they help you in the past?

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
1) WHAT BELIEFS HAVE THE HIGHEST SCORE?
YOU’LL WANT TO WORK ON THESE FIRST.
D.

E.

What is the cost of holding on to these beliefs?

Where do they come from?

Our beliefs have been handed

down to us by our family, our culture, our religion, etc.

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
1) WHAT BELIEFS HAVE THE HIGHEST SCORE?
YOU’LL WANT TO WORK ON THESE FIRST.
F. Is this current belief true?

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
2) CHOOSE NEW BELIEFS THAT EMPOWER YOU
For example, “I’m learning to manage money better so that I can
have more” is often better than “I am a great manager of
money,” which probably doesn’t sound true enough for you to
believe it. “I’m on my way to becoming better at managing
money.”

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
3) LOOK FOR PROOF THE NEW BELIEF IS TRUE
FOR YOU
A. Do you believe it to be true?

B. Do you have any proof the new belief is valid?

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
3) LOOK FOR PROOF THE NEW BELIEF IS TRUE
FOR YOU
C.

What steps can you take to make this new belief truer for
you?

Your Money Beliefs Worksheet
4) WHAT WOULD BE POSSIBLE IF YOU
ADOPTED THE NEW BELIEF?
A. What would be possible if you adopted the new belief?

B.

How would your relationship with money have to change for

you to adopt this new belief? What is the first step to take you
on this new path?

Your Money Beliefs
AS YOU LOOK AT THESE, HOW DO THESE BELIEFS
INFLUENCE YOUR BEHAVIOR? WHAT IMPACT(S) HAVE
YOUR BELIEFS HAD ON YOUR LIFE CHOICES?
I had a client who was an artist. She was a starving artist.
Really. One of her beliefs was that if she became successful
and rich, her starving artist friends wouldn’t like her anymore.
She had been living her life to ensure she couldn’t get too
successful.
She took no chances, avoided any major investment that would
have allowed her to be in touch with known buyers in the art
world, and refused to have a Website or to expose any of her
art on the Web.
Another belief she had that is very common among artists is the
belief that money corrupts artistic creation. As a result, she was
playing small — under pricing her art by quite a bit.
Another client, a single parent who owned a company in the
construction industry, thought that if she were too successful,
her home life would suffer too much and she wouldn’t be able
to keep up. She’d be overwhelmed with that much success. As a
result, she routinely refused good paying clients because she
was afraid to be too overwhelmed.
One religious salesman thought that successful salespeople
were dishonest and took advantage of others. Imagine what
that belief did to his sales success.

Far from empowering

wouldn’t you say? He was in his 10th year in sales and was at
the bottom of the pecking order in the office, barely making
enough money to make ends meet.

Your Money Beliefs
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST YOU TO HAVE THESE BELIEFS
ABOUT MONEY?
I’ve had a client who felt that “he shouldn’t have any money
when others have no money.” How does his not having any
money benefit others who don’t have money? If it was important
to him, couldn’t he give money to charitable organizations that
could benefit these people? Is not having any money nobler?
When you have no money, you have no money to give or to invest
in projects that could help the masses.

Your Money Beliefs
WHERE DO YOUR BELIEFS COME FROM?
Beliefs about money are handed down to us by our family, our culture, our religion, even.
To illustrate the power of beliefs, one major belief I’ve had involves investing in my business.
As soon as my company grew to a point where I’d have to invest more of my family’s money
to grow it, I’d close the business down because I didn’t feel I deserved to take that money; I
wasn’t worth the investment. This belief stemmed from childhood experiences in my family
but permeated every aspect of my business investments.

As a kid growing up in a lower-middle-class family where money was very tight, I asked my
parents if I could take classes like ballet and guitar, but they refused, explaining “there isn’t
enough money for that.”

But weeks later, they were paying for my three brothers to play hockey in a league and
equipped them with the required hockey gear. That meant that I, the only girl in my family,
wasn’t enough to spend or invest money on.

This is my 6th business. All five others were closed when, because of cash flow issues, my
only recourse was to pull resources out of our household budget. Rather than do that, I
closed up shop.

Your beliefs guide every decision you make, and they do it in an underhanded way. The vast
majority of beliefs are not rooted in truth. So if you don’t confront these beliefs, you’ll not be
able to overcome them, and they will always continue to rule your behavior.

One belief I had early on was that you had to pay off all debts before you started putting
money into savings. That is simply not true; it’s the worst thing you can do because the debt
payments can take decades, and in the meantime, you are not setting yourself up to avoid
getting into debt again in the future.

Confronting your beliefs can help you change the course of your life.

Let’s look at your

beliefs, and I’ll use the examples mentioned earlier to illustrate how you would confront
them.

Your Money Beliefs
WHAT BELIEFS HAVE THE HIGHEST SCORE? YOU’LL WANT
TO WORK ON THESE FIRST.
A. How do they influence your behavior? What impact(s) have your beliefs had on
your life choices?
B. Do they empower you?
C. How did they help you in the past?
D. What is the cost of holding onto these beliefs?
Let’s take the example of my starving artist. I mentioned that she avoided making any
investments where the payout was potentially big. She never accepted corporate
opportunities to expose. She hid from her friends any success she had unless it was
small. As a result, she couldn’t supply her kids – she was a single mom – with some of the
help they needed – a couple had ADHD and one had learning disabilities. Any success
made her feel like a fraud.

E. Where do they come from? Our beliefs have been handed down to us by our
family, our culture, our religion, etc.
In her case, she was part of the starving artist's community, and her beliefs came from
conversations they had at times about some of the more successful artists – they were
too “business-oriented,” they “were losing their artistic integrity for the sake of money.”

F.

Is this current belief true?

When there is even one exception, logically the belief is false. If you don’t think it’s not
possible to be paid for what you like doing, but meet people who do, then you have to
acknowledge that your belief is false.

My starving artist realized that you can still have artistic integrity and be a successful
artist. Salvadore Dali, Picasso, even Michelangelo were successful while living. Today,
you have many artists who became millionaires from their art without compromising.

Your Money Beliefs
CHOOSE NEW BELIEFS THAT EMPOWER YOU
You have a choice; you can choose to believe differently. You
can change and adopt more empowering beliefs and then seek
to prove them to yourself.

A. What new belief could you adopt that would empower
you?
For example, “I’m learning to manage money better so that I can
have more” is often better than “I am a great manager of
money,” which probably doesn’t sound true enough for you to
believe it.

My starving artist realized that there were examples of wellknown artists, even living, who did not compromise. She also
realized that by playing small, she wasn’t giving people the
opportunity to enjoy her art. She decided to change her belief
to:

“I can be an artist who has artistic integrity and
is financially successful. I can choose the
projects I want; I can refuse anything that feels
out of integrity.”

Your Money Beliefs
LOOK FOR PROOF THE NEW BELIEF IS TRUE FOR YOU
A.

Do you believe it to be true?

Whether or not you do, look for proof it is true for you. It was
difficult at first for the starving artist to fully believe her new
belief, but she took small steps in the right direction.

B.

Do you have any proof the new belief is valid?

C. What steps can you take to make this new belief truer
for you?
She created a website to show her art and found that clients
who purchased from her were very grateful that she shared her
talent.

Your Money Beliefs
4) WHAT WOULD BE POSSIBLE IF YOU ADOPTED THE NEW
BELIEF?
A. What would be possible if you adopted the new belief?
B. How would your relationship with money have to change
for you to adopt this new belief?
What first step could take you on this new path?

Lesson 3: Money Habits
DOWNLOAD AND PRINT THE
MONEY HABITS WORKSHEET
Go through the worksheet and mark if the statement is true or false for you.

If it is false: GREAT!

If any of the statements are true for you, come up with some strategies to help
you avoid these potentially harmful and costly money habits.

Use the examples below to help you inspire some of your strategies, or even try
the ones that are already written there!

Money Habits Examples
MY POOR MONEY
HABITS

TRUE OR
FALSE

STRATEGIES FOR
OVERCOMING IT

I pay by credit card instead of
cash for purchases so that I
can get points but never pay
down the balance of my credit
card.

Only pay by credit card, if
minutes later, you can go and
make a payment for the total
amount of your purchases.

I’m often late with paying my
debts.

Set a specific day each week or
twice a month immediately after
I get paid to pay my debts.

I only pay the minimum
payment on my credit cards
but continue to use them for
purchases.

Stop making credit card
purchases until you’ve cleared
the credit card completely by
actually paying it. Then only use
your credit card if you were able
to pay off the complete balance.

I often forget to pay my bills
or forget to send my payments
on time.

Create a new routine so that you
complete every single step in
paying bills – you go through
your bills box, you write a
cheque or pay online and having
stamps handy, you not only put
the payment in the envelope, you
drop off the envelopes in the
mail before doing anything else.

Money Habits Examples
MY POOR MONEY
HABITS

TRUE OR
FALSE

STRATEGIES FOR
OVERCOMING IT

I say “yes” to new credit
cards that offer lower
interest rates for a limited
time and transfer my other
credit card balances
intending to pay it off before
the interest rates go up, but
never pay it off.

Say “no” or never even open
these offers when you receive
them.

There’s never any money left
for savings.

Start saving money FIRST before
paying bills.

My paycheck is completely
spent before I get it.

Create a system where you’ll
allocate specific funds to
specific things and don’t use
Credit Cards.

I buy things I can’t afford to
keep up with the “Joneses” or
impress others.

Spend time with different types
of people than the “Joneses” or
instead, impress yourself on your
ability to manage money better
than the “Joneses.” Change your
attitude about what constitutes
success.

Money Habits Examples
MY POOR MONEY
HABITS

TRUE OR
FALSE

STRATEGIES FOR
OVERCOMING IT

I can’t go shopping without
buying something.

We’ve talked about this one.

When I shop I always buy way
more than what I had
intended to.

Stay away from big-box stores
like Costco. Only shop with a
list.

I’m always or am often
overdrawn on my bank
account(s).

You’ll need to reallocate your
money so that you avoid this.
Overdraft fees are very
expensive.

I juggle payments to different
creditors by paying someone
month and others then next
month so they won’t get on my
back.

The allocation will help with
that.

Money Habits Examples
MY POOR MONEY
HABITS

TRUE OR
FALSE

STRATEGIES FOR
OVERCOMING IT

I don’t pay attention to how
much I spend on little things
every day.

Start carrying a notebook with
you to note what you are
spending your money on. You will
find a treasure trove of cool
knowledge and will be much
better set up to create much
more empowering habits and will
be able to turn your challenges
around. You’ll want to also put in
place an automated system for
paying bills.

When I attempt to get out of
debt, I go overboard and
tighten the belt too much so
that I feel deprived, then
“binge” when I can’t take it
anymore.

You need to pay yourself first. It
doesn’t have to be big amounts,
but you can’t wait until you’re
out of debt completely to spend.
Tightening the belt too much can
sabotage your efforts more than
anything.

I often buy things to make me
feel better or happy.

We discussed how making
yourself happy with other
approaches is much more
positive.

Money Habits Examples
MY POOR MONEY
HABITS

TRUE OR
FALSE

STRATEGIES FOR
OVERCOMING IT

I often have to replace things
because I can’t find them in
my home.

Create better systems for
managing stuff. Don’t allow
anything to come into your home
by assigning a home to it. If you
don’t have time for this, create a
homeless shelter for your things
until you have time to do it.
A homeless shelter is a box in
which everything that doesn’t
have a home goes when you’re
not using it. You may need to
have more than one if you have
multiple floors in your home.

I can never wait to save up
for things I want. I buy them
right away even if I can’t
afford them.

Automate savings.
Start saving toward
something important to you.
Save for a trip, a nice thing,
and see how it feels when you
save enough.

Lesson 4: Getting Organized
Organizing Your Paperwork
Most Creative Geniuses struggle with two
challenges when it comes to managing
payments (besides giving away money
you’d rather keep!):

1. Disorganized paperwork
2. Working on tasks you don’t enjoy or
aren’t good at
In this lesson, we’ll discuss the best ways
to manage your day-to-day paperwork,
and by the end of the lesson, you’ll be
able to create your process to easily
handle personal documents so you never
miss a payment, organize your long-term
files so you can find them when you need
them and still avoid clutter.In your mind,
map a simple process for organizing
paperwork.

In this lesson, we’re

examining the processes in the Orange
branch.

(I’m not quite sure what you’re

trying to say here, so this may still need
some changing.

What is currently present

doesn’t quite make sense, though.)

Organizing Your Paperwork

Managing Incoming Documents
Traditionally, all invoices entered your home via snail mail.
Some companies charge you to send invoices through the
mail.

Now, you usually have the option of receiving

invoices by email.

Emailed invoices allow you to go paperless. As a staunch
environmentalist, I like that. For you, receiving digitized
documents can be a blessing or a curse. You no longer
need to keep useless copies of the past paid invoice, but
without a system to remind you to pay them, you forget
them more easily. When we first switched to email invoices,
I paid late fees more often than I like because I forgot to
pay them. Without the visual reminder of a snail mail,
invoice making payment slipped my mind. Finally, I created
a system and automated most payments.

In this lesson, we’ll see how to manage incoming email and
snail mail.

Let’s do away with the ADD Tax on late

payments. Are you with me?

First, here’s a simple system to manage all incoming snail
mail.

Managing Incoming Documents
Processing Incoming Mail
I still discuss snail mail because for some people; maybe
for you, it’s still an important source of financial
documents. I remember one client describes how she’d lost
important documents in the piles of untreated mail that
accumulated on the table where she deposited her mail
when she entered her apartment. The piles were a visual
distraction, but it cost her late fees, a poor credit report,
and guilt and shame because the worse the pile became,
the more overwhelmed she felt. That meant she was even
less likely to be able to solve the problem. Does that sound
familiar to you?

So let’s talk about how you can process snail mail in a
quick, consistent matter.

Managing Incoming Documents
You Will Need:
A Recycling Bin to throw out envelopes and advertising
A Shredder to destroy any document containing private information such
as invoices with name, address and account numbers, banking or credit
card information, your social insurance or social security number, etc. You
want to minimize the chances of identity theft.

Filing System: I recommend two or three clear plastic boxes (approx. 9 X
12 inches) to put documents requiring some action on your part. Clear
boxes let you see there are tasks awaiting action. Use smaller or larger
boxes depending on the volume of documents you process each week or
month.

The 3-box system would house:
Box 1: “Invoices to Pay”: You’ll want to create a habit – call it “Bill’s Birthday”
to go through and pay the invoices in this bin once or twice monthly. The
best thing is to make it the same day(s) every month, for example, the
Sunday after payday. Set it as a recurring task in your electronic agenda
and have it send you a message on your smartphone or iPad.
It’s helpful to keep your checks, extra #10 envelopes, and stamps in this bin
to make paying the bill more convenient.

Box 2: Actions to Take: Keep documents such as renewal forms for your
automobile registration and driver’s license, documents to sign, forms to
return to your kid’s school, documents where a phone call is required, etc.
You may want to include some small colored Post-Its and a pen to take
note of the action to take and the deadline.

Box 3: Filing Bin: This is for documents you need to file away. You can
forego this by filing documents as soon as you’re through processing them.

Managing Incoming Documents
NEEDED ITEMS:
A Recycling Bin
A Shredder
Filing System (Three clear plastic boxes approx. 9 X 12 inches)
Electronic Agenda App
Stamps
Checks
#10 Envelopes

THE 3-BOX SYSTEM:

Box 1:
“Invoices
to Pay”

Box 2:
"Actions
to Take"

Box 3:
"Filing
Bin"

Admin Hour Procedures Checklist

DOWNLOAD AND PRINT THE
ADMIN HOUR PROCEDURES
CHECKLIST

Admin Hour Procedures Checklist

TO BE COMPLETED ON:
ITEM:
(DAY) OF EACH MONTH:
AT THIS TIME:
IN THIS PLACE (OFFICE, KITCHEN TABLE,ETC.):

MANAGE PAPER
OPEN “INVOICES TO PAY” BOX (AKA BILL’S BIRTHDAY)
☐ Check your bank account in the online banking system to see if enough funds
are available.

☐ Pay invoices, ideally through online banking when possible – or write a check,
address envelope and stamp.

☐ On your copy of the invoice and in your checkbook, write the date paid, a
method of payment and amount paid. Ex. Paid in full online March 30/2017
$87.43).

☐ Put a copy of the paid invoice in Filing bin for later.
☐ Gather envelopes to be mailed.

Admin Hour Procedures Checklist
OPEN “ACTIONS TO TAKE” BOX
☐ Address each and all actions required. You can group calls and schedule them
if they need to be done during the week.

☐ Again, I’m not sure what you’re attempting to say, but

either on any supporting

documentation, you can keep, doesn’t quite make sense.

☐ Gather envelopes to be mailed.

MANAGE ELECTRONIC INVOICES
IN EMAIL (OR EVERNOTE) OPEN “INVOICES TO PAY” FOLDER
(YES, MORE OF BILL’S BIRTHDAY)
☐ Check your bank account in the online banking system to check if enough funds.
☐ Pay invoices, ideally through online banking when possible – or, write a check,
address envelope and stamp.

☐

File paid invoices as well as electronic receipts from paid invoice in a computer

folder called PERSONAL/Paid Invoices/YYYY or FINANCIAL/Paid Invoices/YYYY.

OPEN “ACTIONS TO TAKE” EMAIL FOLDER
☐ Treat each and all actions required.
☐ Note when you completed the action, actions you took, either on any supporting
documentation, you can keep, on a copy of the document and in your agenda.

Admin Hour Procedures Checklist
OTHER ADMIN
☐ Remove any of last month’s invoices if last month’s payment is showing in this
month’s invoice. Only keep current invoices and invoices with proof of last
payment, unless it’s a business expense or is something you can claim on your
income taxes or with your insurance.

☐ Shred all old past invoices you don’t need for other purposes (claims, etc.).
☐ File documents from Filing Bin using system described in Lesson 4.
☐ Mail envelopes for payments and other actions immediately.
☐ Put every bin back in its place.

Lesson 6: Out-of-Pocket
Spending
The most “invisible” cash outflows are your day-to-day out-of-pocket expenses.
What “out of pocket” expenses? I’m talking about the coffee you buy, of course,
but you also purchase the scone or muffin to go with it, plus the breath mints for
afterwards while you’re there, so a $1.79 coffee becomes a $7.59 bill. Or the few
bottles of Coke you buy every day from the drink machine at a cost of $2 each.

It includes the newspaper or magazine you pick up at the corner store for $1.50 or
$5. David Bach, author of The Automatic Millionaire calls it the “Latte Factor.” We
don’t pay attention to these purchases because the amounts are so small; we
don’t think they can possibly make a difference to our financial situation, but they
do add up pretty fast. What’s worse is because you think they’re only small
amounts, you don’t realize you could get the same or close to the same thing for a
lower price.

THE COST OF OUT-OF-POCKET SPENDING
When we started tracking our expenses for ourselves years ago, we realized Duane
was spending $10 a day getting Diet Coke from the drink machine. That’s over
$200 per month of Diet Coke. He also had lunch at the food court every day,
which cost $10 to $15/day. That’s another $200-300 a month. And how could he
resist the chocolate chip cookie with coffee at break time? Once we became
aware of these sneaky little cash “leaks,” we discovered approximately $600 per
month was slipping through his fingers on out-of-pocket expenses alone.

I tracked my expenses as well and realized I was spending close to the same
amount. I was a sales representative working on the road at the time. My territory
was quite large so I was rarely close to home, so anytime I wanted something to
eat or drink, I couldn’t just pop home.

Lesson 6: Out-of-Pocket
Spending
EMPOWERED TO ACT
When we realized how much we were spending out-of-pocket, we began to make
a few changes. Duane started buying 6-packs of Diet Coke for $3 to take to work
(a savings of $150-250 per month). He also started taking a thermos of coffee and
a healthier snack to replace the cookies, though he did treat himself to a cookie
once a week. He also started packing a lunch more often. You don’t want to make
drastic changes that make you feel like you’re depriving yourself; that doesn’t work
very well because you won’t stick with such measures. Through Duane’s changes
alone, we were able to reduce spending and add $500 to our available cash flow
every month.

As a sales representative working on the road, there were challenges reducing my
spending. I couldn’t always bring lunches with me in the vehicle. Some foods spoil
too quickly in the summer and freeze in the winter, not to mention that sitting in a
van in sub-zero temperatures or in the baking sun is not very pleasant. I did make
my first coffee of the morning at home and brought it with me in a travel mug, and
I packed a lunch and snacks, weather permitting. My employer did pay for lunches
while I was on the road, so eating in restaurant, as long as it was below the
maximum amount allowed by the company, did not affect us.

Lesson 6: Out-of-Pocket
Spending
THERE ARE SEVERAL APPROACHES YOU CAN USE TO
TRACK YOUR OUT-OF-POCKET SPENDING.
USE AN EXPENSE TRACKING APP
Most people have a Smart phone nowadays. Apps like
Zoho Expense allow you to scan up to 100 receipts for free
and track expenses. Spending Tracker is another app you
may want to consider.

USE A NOTETAKING APP
You can also use a note-taking app such as Evernote by scanning your receipts as
individual notes and later doing the calculations in a spreadsheet. You can also
use Evernote to track each expense as one line in one-single note per week or
month and write the amounts in one at a time. That would look something like:

March 31 Thai Express lunch

$10.35

March 31 Starbucks coffee

$3.24

April 1 Starbucks

$3.24

coffee

April 1 Hairdresser haircut

$40.25

April 1 tip for hairdresser

$5.00

Lesson 6: Out-of-Pocket
Spending
THERE ARE SEVERAL APPROACHES YOU CAN USE TO
TRACK YOUR OUT-OF-POCKET SPENDING.
USE A PAPER NOTEBOOK
You can also carry a little notebook with you everywhere and each time you spend
anything, even if it’s just for stamps or a quarter for the parking meter, write it in.
When you are entering a receipt, include the date, the store you bought from,
what you bought (if it’s not obvious), and the amount you spent.

Take some time once each week (pick a day and time and stick to it) to determine
how much you spend per category. The type of categories you may expect are:
takeout, coffee, junk food, books, clothes, makeup and toiletries, entertainment,
groceries, charity, postage, etc.

Here’s the compiled version of the above expenses.

Takeout
Coffee
Personal Grooming

10.35
6.48
45.25

Out-of-Pocket Spending List
We’ll talk about what to do with what you learn in upcoming lessons. Don’t
worry; I’m not saying you can never spend any money or that you can never
treat yourself. Life is much too short to live like that.

You’re just collecting data right now. Once you have data, you can make
informed decisions. Without that data, you’re flying blind.

WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES?

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
The Clutter Factor is what I call the assets and unused credit that are not
particularly useful or wanted. There is a cost associated to clutter. In this
lesson, I’ll discuss the cost associated with asset clutter and what you can do
about it.

THE COST OF ASSET CLUTTER
ASSET CLUTTER HAS AN OPPORTUNITY COST
The term “opportunity cost” is a business term that refers to a lost benefit
from a resource that could have been used for alternative purposes. For
example, if you store your money in your mattress but could have earned 4%
per year investing it, the opportunity cost of putting your money in your
mattress is 4% of the value of the stash.

So, if you have $1,000 (fair market value) worth of assets sitting around in
your basement collecting dust while you have a debt of $1000 costing you
20% in interest every year, the opportunity cost of holding onto those assets
is 20% of $1000 or $200 per year!

In other words, these assets are a potential source of cash you could use to
pay down the debts or to start a savings program in an interest-earning
account.

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
YOU INCUR ADDITIONAL COSTS BY HOLDING ONTO
ASSET CLUTTER
When I first started to look into my asset clutter, I realized we had a lot of
things we weren’t using anymore but that were still useful, just not to us. We
had a foosball table in the playroom no one ever played with. I had a
Bowflex Gym I couldn’t use because the lowest weight setting was too high
for me. I had two beautiful single-bed headboards with no beds to use them
on, and all sorts of exercise equipment I didn’t use anymore in storage.

Not only is this money sitting around doing nothing, but these things also take
up a lot of space. I could have a house with two fewer rooms if I didn’t need
the space to store unused stuff. Or I could turn that space into two bedrooms
for rent on Airbnb and make money; I could then use to pay down debts or
collect savings. Even without “room-space savings,” this stuff was creating
visual clutter for my very ADHD family.

How much space are you taking up with crap you’re holding onto “just in case
you might need it” or because it’s got sentimental value?

WHAT COULD YOU DO WITH THE
PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF THESE
ITEMS?

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
CONVERTING ASSET CLUTTER TO DEBT- AND STRESSREDUCTION
What is more important to you? Improving your financial position or having all
this stuff? Are you more committed to a rosier financial future or to having
stuff you don’t need sitting around the house or in storage?

Each week I took a picture of one of the assets I wasn’t using anymore, did a
bit of research to get an idea of the fair market value and then put it up for
sale on Craigslist. I got $900 for the Bowflex, $650 for the Foosball table and
$450 for the headboards. Within a month, I liquidated $2,000 of dustcollecting assets and paid down a debt!

Not only that, but I significantly reduced the space I needed. I was now able
to move easily through my basement where I store seasonal things and finally
have room to work in my workshop!

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET YOUR COURSE FOR
FREE
One coaching client who was in deep debt was concerned he wouldn’t be
able to invest in coaching for long. He wanted to work on improving his
finances first, so we started working on this process. He started to liquidate
the stuff he’d been storing in a storage unit for the last few years. Not only
did he reduce his debt load by over $5,000, but he was also able to
eliminate the $200 monthly storage fees he was paying. That’s a whopping
$2,400 he could now use each year to reduce his debt or put in savings.

Another client owned four cars even though she lived alone on a farm. She
sold three cars and was able to eliminate an entire credit debt and cut up
the card!

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
CONVERT YOUR JUNK INTO REAL FINANCIAL HEALTH
This week, one of your assignments is to take an inventory of your unused
assets. Do you have, like us, a corner of your home, a full room (the proverbial
junk room), an area in your basement, your garage, or a shed in the yard
where you store all the stuff you don’t need anymore? Do you have stuff in a
storage unit you’re paying rent for each month?

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
Using the Clutter Factor Inventory Sheet, start making a list of things you
aren’t using that you could get rid of. Then, starting this week and continuing
each week until all is gone:

1. Pick one item and research its fair market value. See what others are
selling similar items for on Craigslist or in the classified ads in your local
paper.

2. Take photos of the item, and then look for or prepare a description. Take
measurements and include them in the description.

3. Post it on Craigslist or a bulletin board in a busy area. Whenever possible,
use the easiest approach – Craigslist, or some other online selling tool such
as Letgo.com. In Canada, Kijiji.ca is very popular. That’s where I posted all my
items, and they usually sold within a day of posting them. On top of that, the
ads are often free.

4. You may want to purchase an upgrade for your ad. An upgrade ensures
your ad stays at the top of the list for 3 or 7 days. The cost ranges between
$1.99 and 10.99. This option is often worthwhile, but choose the shortest time
option because, if you priced your item right, your items should sell within a
day.

5. Use the proceeds to pay down debt or start a savings account.

Lesson 7: The Clutter Factor of
Assets
There are other places you may want to sell your wares. It may be better to
sell expensive jewelry, for example, at a jewelry store or, if you have old
furniture you inherited, for example, check at an antique store. You may get
a better deal.

If your item has sentimental value, but it’s not something you’d want to use,
take a picture of it, frame the picture and then sell the item.

Asset Declutter Check List
DO YOU HAVE ANY ITEMS YOU CAN DECLUTTER?
Jewelry
Furniture
Old Appliances
Old Computers/TVs
Collectibles
Old Clothes
Other

WHERE COULD YOU SELL THESE ITEMS? MAKE A PLAN.

Lesson 8: The Clutter Factor of
Debts
Hopefully you realized in the last lesson that you may be able to find the
equivalent of “money in your sofa cushions” just by selling the things you own
but aren’t using.

The other financial “clutter” you need to be aware of as you work toward
your goal of strong financial health is to consider your potential liabilities.
You probably have unused credit on credit cards, lines of credit and other
sources of easy credit. In this lesson, I’ll discuss the danger associated with
credit clutter and what you can do about it.

THE DANGER OF CREDIT CLUTTER
IT MAY LIMIT FUTURE ACCESS TO CREDIT
Did you know that even if you don’t owe any money, if you have 10 credit
cards, each with a limit of $10,000 (for a total $100,000), in the eyes of
lenders, it’s as if you owe $100,000 because they know just how easily you
could max out those cards. Even if you don’t really owe a penny, this unused
but available credit can potentially limit your future chances of being
approved for a mortgage.

Lesson 8: The Clutter Factor of
Debts
IT EXPOSES YOU TO IDENTITY THEFT
Since you already have all this available credit, you are at great risk should
someone ever steal your identity, a problem all the more likely today and that
continues to grow. Someone who steals your identity immediately has access
to all that available credit. If you’re not using it, you could reduce that
available credit limit. If you drop if from $100,000 to $10,000, you’ll
significantly reduce your risk while still keeping some credit available for
emergencies.

IT’S TOO EASY TO SUCCUMB TO TEMPTATION
There’s a potentially bigger problem in having so much easy-to-access
credit. When you have so much credit available “just for emergencies,” soon
everything looks like an emergency. It’s surprisingly easy to dig yourself into
more debt.

Lesson 8: The Clutter Factor of
Debts
REDUCE THE RISK OF CREDIT CLUTTER
Given what you’ve learned this week, you’ll want to take a few steps to
protect yourself from the dangers of credit clutter.

First,

make a list of your current liabilities. To find out where you may have

available credit you are not using, request a credit bureau report from a
company like Equifax. At the same time, you’ll learn what your credit score is.
Some clients have made it a goal to improve their credit scores while working
with me.

Secondly, it’s a good idea to

eliminate credit cards you aren’t using

anymore. Cut them up and call the credit card companies to close your
account. Ideally, you’ll only want to keep one credit card for household use
and get rid of the rest. If you travel a lot for work (and are not given a credit
card from your work) or if own a business, you may want to keep a single
card that is especially for that purpose. It’ll make it easier for you to identify
work-or business-related purchases to complete your expense report or your
accounting.

The best place to start is with store credit cards because the interest rate on
them is usually very high. Our Sears credit card charged a whopping 24%
interest!

Thirdly, you’ll want to

reduce the credit limit of high-limit credit cards.

Many credit card companies will increase your credit limit, often without your
knowledge. Once you see the credit limit on your credit report, call the credit
card company and request a rollback of your credit limit.

Liabilities Declutter Check List
GET A COPY OF YOUR CREDIT REPORT AND
TAKE STOCK OF WHAT IS ON IT.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ITEMS YOU CAN DECLUTTER?
Store Credit Cards
High Interest Credit Cards
Reduce Credit Limits

WRITE DOWN YOUR ACTION PLAN.

Lesson 9: Determining Your
Financial Net Worth
Before we start talking about your financial net worth, I'd like to make one
thing clear: your financial net worth has nothing to do with your worth as a
person. Duane and I once had a financial net worth in the negative 6-figures.
It was our situation but did not define who we were as people.

“What you are is much greater than anything or anyone
else you have ever yearned for… Your face is unlike anyone
else’s, your soul is unlike anyone else’s, you are sufficient
unto yourself”

– Paramahansa Yogananda

The reason we ask you to evaluate your financial net worth is that you need
to know what your situation is before you can attack the problem at the
source. Luckily, you don't have to go through this exercise very often, and as
your financial situation improves, it won't be as difficult to do. "You can't
change what you don't acknowledge," Dr Phil McGraw.

Some of you are likely afraid of what you'll discover the first time you do this.
I know we were. But one interesting thing we discovered is that it wasn't as
bad as we thought, and even if it is as bad as you though (or worse!), remind
yourself you have the courage and the capacity to meet this challenge head
on.

Lesson 9: Determining Your
Financial Net Worth
HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR FINANCIAL NET WORTH
Your net worth is the difference between the sum of what you own (your
assets) and the sum of your debts (aka liabilities). If you have more assets
than liabilities, your net worth is positive; whereas, if the sum of your liabilities
is higher than the sum of the value of your assets, your net worth is negative.
If it’s negative, remember it’s temporary. That's going to change.

ASSETS - LIABILITIES
= NET WORTH

-

Lesson 9: Determining Your
Financial Net Worth
MISSION 1
In this mission you're going to make a list of all your assets and their market value.
Market value describes what you'd be able to get for something if you were to liquidate
the asset; in other words, if you were to sell it right now. If you purchased a house ten
years ago at $200,000 and have maintained it and maybe even upgraded it, and if
similar houses in your neighborhood have sold for $500,000, your house is an asset that’s
worth about $500,000 no matter what you paid for it. If you bought $300,000 in stocks
over the last few years but the current market value of these stocks is $250,000, then
you've got $250,000 worth of stock even if you paid $300,000.

ASSETS:
Typical assets are: real estate property (land, buildings, your house, rental properties,
etc.), stocks, registered retirement savings (aka RRSP for Canadians, 401K for
Americans), automobiles, boats, high-end equipment such as cameras, expensive
guitars, collectibles etc. The value of these types of assets tends to be a bit more stable.
Some assets decrease rapidly in value – your new car loses 15% of its value as soon as
you drive it off the lot. Liabilities change constantly; every time you purchase something
on credit, your liabilities have increased.

LIABILITIES:
Your liabilities include the total of long-term and short-term debts you hold. Long-term
debts include mortgages, personal and student loans, home owners' line of credit,
consumer debt.

For the sake of your personal net worth, we'll calculate short-term debt as debts that
will be (or at least should be!) paid within the next month or two. For example, if you
owe a company you hired to repair your furnace, a debt you plan to pay this month,
that’s a short-term liability. In accounting, your short-term liabilities represent the
proportion of your debts (including long-term liabilities) you'll pay within 12-months.
While it's used as an indicator of financial health of a business, it doesn’t really mean the
same to you personally.

Lesson 9: Determining Your
Financial Net Worth
MISSION 2
The second part of this week's mission is to prepare a list of current balances for ALL
your current debts. This includes mortgages, personal and student loans, car loans,
credit card debts (including VISA, Mastercard, Amex, Discover), gas cards, store credit
cards, even cards that have no balance – list them with a zero balance – and any tab
you may be running, money you owe to individuals, the bet you lost on last night’s playoff
game – ALL of your debts. If the information is handy, track the interest rate, minimum
payment, as well as the current balance for each debt (you'll need these in the next two
missions).

YOUR NET WORTH
Total all your assets and total all your liabilities. Calculate the difference between these
totals; that represents your financial net worth.

In the next lesson, we'll continue to determine your financial situation to empower you
with information you'll need to make informed decisions towards reaching a better
financial future.

DOWNLOAD THE NET WORTH SPREADSHEET
AND FILL IT OUT TO CALCULATE YOUR NET
WORTH.

Lesson 10: Determining Your
Cash Flow
Your monthly cash flow measures all cash inflows, that is, your monthly
revenues and outflows, or the total of your monthly bills and expenses, and
the difference between them. For simplicity, we’ll calculate cash inflows from
revenues after taxes – so you count your paycheck, not your salary, but the
amount that’s actually deposited in the account. Calculating your cash flow
will help you determine how much disposable cash flow you have each month
to pay down your debt load or increase assets, including savings. It is an
important indicator of current and future financial health.

I'm sure that by now you realize that if you spend more than you make, you're
in a negative cash flow situation. Determining your cash flow will empower
you to make better financial decisions, so you cannot skip this exercise even
if you'd rather not know.

Creative Geniuses don't like these types of details. However, the good news
is, it is much easier to determine cash flow today than it ever was when
Duane and I first had to calculate ours. Today, most people pay with debit
cards and credit cards rather than by check or cash, so there's a paper trail
that is much easier to follow than it ever was before. Plus, most of us can
access most of the information required to calculate our cash flow online.
When we first calculated ours, we had to fish through a ton of invoices and
go to the bank to get the information we were missing.

More great news is that the system we will teach you only requires that you to
figure this out once a year or any time you change your circumstances
dramatically, something like purchasing a new home, moving, changing jobs,
retiring, having a baby or when your children move out. This work will provide
the information you’ll need to dramatically improve your financial situation.

Lesson 10: Determining Your
Cash Flow
HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR REVENUES
Your monthly revenues include all after-tax money you bring in each month.
This includes:

o

Your revenues from work,

o

Revenues you receive from rental property,

o

Regular inflows of money such as old-age pension, disability pension, etc.

o

It can include money you receive monthly (every month) from someone

who owes you money. Do not include money from the sales of assets as these
are not a regular occurrence or money paid only once. (Maybe you won that
bet!)

Use the spreadsheet we've included in this lesson to prepare the list of
regular monthly revenues or other regular monthly inflows of money. If you
get paid weekly, you'll want to calculate the equivalent monthly revenue by
multiplying a weekly net pay by 4. If you get paid biweekly, multiply your
biweekly net pay by 2, even if weekly and monthly revenues should be
calculated by 4.2 and 2.1 to reflect the fact that there are 52 and 26 pay
periods each year. If you get used to living on the rounded-out number, each
month where an extra pay comes is just a bonus. If your salary is calculated
monthly or bimonthly, just enter the net monthly pay.

WHAT IS YOUR MONTHLY REVENUE?

Lesson 10: Determining Your
Cash Flow
HOW TO CALCULATE CASH OUTFLOWS
We will calculate fixed outflows, variable outflows, and debt reduction
outflows separately.

Your

fixed outflows include rent or mortgage payments, your monthly bus

pass, car and life insurance monthly payments, monthly cellular, Internet,
cable and phone bills, if they are the same each month.

Variable expenses include any amount you must pay each month that
changes from month to month. Groceries could be fixed or variable expenses
depending on whether or not you've budgeted a specific amount for
groceries.

Variable expenses are more difficult to determine; however, you can add the
last three months’ expenses in each category and divide by 3. If in the last
three months your groceries cost you $250, $300, and $275 (a total of $825
over the last 3 months), you'd include an average cost of $275 (the total over
3 months divided by 3). You can also use the largest amount if your financial
situation is very tight.

FIXED OUTFLOW

VARIABLE EXPENSES

Lesson 10: Determining Your
Cash Flow
TURNING VARIABLE EXPENSES INTO FIXED EXPENSES
One way to turn variable expenses into fixed expenses is to take advantage of payment plans. For
example, in my province you can arrange to pay a fixed monthly fee for electricity instead of variable
amounts. Another approach is to determine how much you've paid for that category over the last year,
divide by 12 and add a certain percentage for cost of living increases or inflation, say 4%.

You can also, where possible, allocate a fixed amount each month and not spend beyond this amount.
Groceries, entertainment and clothing are good categories for doing that. If one month your
entertainment-spend was lower than allocated, you can either save it for the next month, pay down a
debt or increase savings.

Don't forget to include your "Latte Factor." If you've made adjustments to your spending out-ofpocket, show the adjusted amounts. For example, Duane and I went from spending $300 a month on
soft drinks for Duane to $60 by purchasing his soft drinks at the grocery store. He also began taking a
lunch to work four out of five days a week, which cost $75 / month versus $240 / month. Our cash
outflows included the new amounts of $60 and $75.

Once we calculated the total monthly assets and our total monthly expenses, we were left with a
positive inflow, a small but positive inflow.

Additionally, we were able to make a few changes to how we allocated certain charges:

o

We bought a few board games to play with our kids to reduce our entertainment costs instead of

renting movies (and the candy and chips that go with it).

o

We also decided to cut up all our credit card except for one to “stop the bleeding.”

o

We called our credit card company to request a reduction in interest rate and of credit limit for the

card we kept.

o

We set allowances for out-of-pocket spending and stuck to them.

o

We now plan and save ahead of time for big purchases such as trips. We created a savings account

in which we deposited money automatically for our trip to Italy a few years ago. (We’ve already saved
enough for our next trip! We just need time to go.)

o

When we realized our car wouldn't last much longer than one more year, we set up an automatic

savings account to save for its replacement. But more on that in next module.

Lesson 10: Determining Your
Cash Flow
YOUR MISSION
o

List your regular monthly sources of cash inflows.

o

List your regular fixed and variable expenses.

o

List the minimum payments on your debt (other than mortgage) separately

from fixed and variable outflows, as these will change dramatically in the
next few months.

o

Total your net monthly revenues in each category of expenses-fixed,

variable and debt repayment.

o

Total all expenses together and subtract from total monthly revenues to

determine your net cash flow.

In the next lesson, you’ll find out what to do with your net cash flow.

DOWNLOAD THE CASH FLOW SPREADSHEET
AND FILL IT OUT TO CALCULATE YOUR
CASH FLOW.

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
Awesome! If you've completed all the previous lessons and are still here
ready for the next lesson, kudos to you. It's a challenging journey to embark
on, a journey most people avoid until it's too late and they have to take
drastic measures. So kudos to you for the courage and commitment you've
shown in preparing for a brighter financial future.

In this lesson, we are going to make a plan toward better - no brighter financial health. As you built awareness of your financial health, you've likely
begun to make changes. Understanding your financial situation and what
behaviors or habits got you there, has empowered you to change the course
of your financial journey. You now can make decisions to dramatically
change your life, so let’s get to it, shall we?

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
STEPS TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE:
I. Awareness of your situation:
Before you can really have great financial health, you need to know what
your situation is in terms of your debt load and your cash flow. You also need
to make sure you find out how much out-of-pocket spending is occuring and
what are you spending on. Once you are aware of these, you can make
better decisions.

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
STEPS TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE:
II. Pay yourself first:
Along with awareness and debt-control, paying yourself first is one of the
most important strategies for improving your financial health. Paying yourself
first means you put money in automated savings BEFORE you pay off your
invoices and debts.

A.

RRSP/401(k): If it’s available to you, pay into your RRSP or 401(k) directly

from your pay check before your pay is deposited into your account. With
RRSPs, what’s nice is that you’ll save on your income taxes right away; your
net pay will not drop by as much as the amount you decide to deposit into
your RRSP because you won’t be paying income taxes on the amount.

B.

Automated savings: Set up automated savings as mentioned earlier in

the course.

C.

Out-of-pocket money: Free up some money for savings or debt-

reduction:

1.

Latté Factor: Determine what you’re spending on and set goals about

spending. Consider your Latté Factor (coined by David Bach of Automatic
Millionaire) to find money for savings and debt-reduction.

2.

Allowance for expenses: Determine your weekly or monthly allotment of

spending money because I strongly encourage you to stop using your credit
cards and opt for paying with cash. Studies have shown that when you have
to dish out the money, you’ll spend less than half of what you would if you
pay by credit card. Have an account in which you’ll deposit money before
you start paying your invoices out.

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
STEPS TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE:
III. Stop the hemorrhage:
Before you attempt to reduce your debts, you’ll need to

A.

Stop using your credit cards – instead of using credit cards to make

purchases, use a monthly allowance to pay in cash for purchases.

B.

Pay with cash: This means you’ll need to save up for a purchase. Eliminate

credit cards as you pay them down by contacting the card company and
having them cancel your card. This is better for your credit rating anyway.

C.

Request lower interest rates on loans and cards: Most people have very

high interest rates and think they are doomed, but the truth is that if you ask,
you can negotiate lower interest rates. This will reduce your monthly
payments, but more importantly, it will reduce your cost of debt.

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
STEPS TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE:
IV. Reduce your debts:
Make a list of your debts in decreasing order of balance. Use the Rapid
Debt-Reduction spreadsheet to help you. Determine your total minimum
payment for all your debts, except your mortgage (we’ll talk about it later).

You’ll need then to determine:

A.

Additional Rapid-Debt Reduction Allowance: This is from your surplus

cash flow. Make sure you keep some surplus for automated savings.

B.

Fixed Minimum Payment Allowance: The total minimum payment on your

debt plus the additional Rapid-Debt Reduction Allowance will become your
Fixed Minimum Payment Allowance until all your debts are completely paid,
unless you decided to increase your Rapid-Debt Reduction Allowance.

C.

Mortgage: We did not include your mortgage in the rapid debt-reduction

strategy because mortgage interest rates are usually lower than other
consumer debt, and paying your mortgage ahead of time will cost you
penalties as banks charges steep fees for paying mortgages early. Instead,
make more frequent payments, that is, convert from monthly payments to
weekly or biweekly mortgage payments. This will not only help you pay down
your mortgage much more quickly, it will reduce the cost of your debt
dramatically.

Lesson 11: Planning for a Brighter
Financial Future
STEPS TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE:
For example, on a mortgage of $250,000 with a 5% interest rate: Move from
monthly payments of $1461.48 amortized for 25 years, which costs you
$188,442 in interest, to bi-weekly payments of $730.74 (half of the monthly
payments). It will take 21

½ years to pay it down (3.5 fewer years) and will

cost you almost $21,000 less in interest.

Monthly Payment

Bi-Weekly Payments

Amount Of Payments

$1461.48

$730.74

Amortization Period

25 Years

21.5 Years

$188,442.53

$157,751.55

Total Amount Of Interest Paid

By making bi-weekly payments you’ll be making the equivalent of a 13th
monthly payment each year, which, in part, explains why the amortization
period is shorter.

Save to make an additional payment: When you completely pay off your
debts, you can reduce your mortgage by having automated savings to make
additional payments on your mortgage when it’s time to renegotiate your
mortgage.

Lesson 12: Rapid DebtReduction Strategy
DOWNLOAD THE RAPID DEBT-REDUCTION
STRATEGY SPREADSHEET AND FILL IT OUT
TO CALCULATE YOUR CASH FLOW.

